
It is extremely difficult for the international community to guarantee the
safety and well-being of displaced persons fleeing war, catastrophe, massive
violence and the violation of their human rights. Armed attacks on refugee
camps, the abduction of politically active exiles and assaults on uprooted
people making their way to a country of asylum are growing in frequency and
scale. The plight of internally displaced people is often much worse than that
of refugees. Generally speaking internally displaced persons may not be
individually persecuted but are fleeing from an unstable and insecure situation.
In a large number of cases even where such large number of persons have
crossed international borders they have not been recognised as "Convention
refugees" since they do not face persecution as individual in their State of
origin.

Simultaneous with the growing international concern for the plight of
victims of man-made disasters, massive violence and gross violations of basic
human rights there has been an increasing desire to avoid the overloading of
the existing mechanism for the protection of the individually persecuted
persons-the refugees. The customary principle of asylum too is under great
strain.i But with the growing emphasis on the concern for the respect for human
rights, the international community should be more concerned with the fate of
massive repression of persons wherever it occurs particularly when such
repression is likely to have international repercussions through mass exodus
of refugees and the concomitant Durden on neighbouring States.

Consequently new legal measures to assistthedisplaced persons particularly
in the wake of the post cold war need to be taken urgently. In this context the
programmes designed to resettle displaced people in their own communities
could playa vital role in reconciliation and re-establishment of peace in their
country of origin. But as governments adopt more restrictive attitudes towards
refugees, and as refugee settlements acquire an unanticipated permanence,
work with the displaced is becoming more important and the need is increasing
for establishing safety zones for the displaced.

Violations of human rights cannot be disregarded by the peoples of the
United Nations as both the UN Charter and the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights have affirmed the legitimacy of the concern of the international
community for the protection of fundamental rights and freedoms. This
concern is not limited to refugees alone but extends equally to all persons
including internally displaced persons within their own country. Efforts to
improve the situation of the displaced persons may therefore require to be
undertaken even if that may lead to some adjustment to the concept of national

2. Amnesty International Report, 1992.
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-
3. Amnesty International, 1992.
4. Doc. No. AALCc/XXVIIII89/3.
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origin. The principles identified therein, which in our view remain valid a
as follows:__ • ' re

(vii)

(viii)

(ix)

(i) The ~~e? Zone shall be established with the consent of the state
of ~ngm through a resolution or recommendation of the Unir d
Nations; ne

(ii) The S.afety Zone should be akin to a demilitarized zone or a neur I
zone Immune from hostile activities and a specified geograPhi~:1
area could be demarcated as such by a government notification' ,

The Zone should be under international supervision control d
ma' , an

nagement t~ ~rovlde among others international protection to
the persons residing therein;

(x) Persons seeking asylum in the Safety Zone shall be disarmed and
will not be permitted to participate in any military activity or
guerilla warfare against any State. Similarly, asylum seekers shall
not be a military target for any State party to the conflict;

The individuals residing in the Safety Zone shall be provided with
facility to seek and enjoy asylum in any other country;

If normalization is restored in the State of origin and the international
organization or agency in charge of the Safety Zone is satisfied that
the conditions are favourable and conducive to return, the persons
residing in such zones shall be provided with all facilities to return
to their permanent place of residence (This provides a significant
departure from the non-refoulement rule where the consent of the
individual concerned is required.); and

(iii)

(iv) The l!nit~d Nations may designate and authorise a international
orgaruzauon or agency for administration and supervision of th
Safety Zone; e

(v) A desi~nated international organization or agency shall be
r~sp?nsl~le for co-ordination and supervision of supply and
~Istnb~tt~n of food and other essential items and ensure facilities
hke dr.mking water, civic amenities and medical care. The cost of
operations should be met through voluntary contributions by
State~, ~overnmental and non-governmental humanitarian
organizanons,

(xi)

(xii)

(xiii) The Safety Zone thus established shall be of temporary nature."

It is imperative in our view that such Safety Zones should be mandated by
the Security Council whose decisions are binding on all the member States of
the United Nations.

ROLE OF THE UNHCR IN SUCH ZONES

A case can be made for clarifying UNHCR's role in assisting and
protecting displaced people. UNHCR has normally assisted displaced people
only when requested to do so by the United Nations, and permitted to do so by
the authorities concerned. Such requests can be said to have hitherto been made
in conformity with primacy of the importance of humanitarian assistance for
the victims of natural disasters and other emergencies and the consideration
that humanitarian assistance must be provided in accordance with the principle
of humanity , neutrality and impartiality. The General Assembly has recognised
in this regard that the magnitude and duration of many emergencies are beyond
the response capacity of the affected countries." International cooperation to
address emergency situations and to strengthen the response capacity of
affected countries is thus of great importance. Such cooperation should be
provided in accordance with international law and solidarity and in conformity
with national law. Intergovernmental and non-governmental organisation
Working impartially and with strictly humanitarian motives shall continue to

6. Paragraph 4 of General Assembly Resolution 46/182 recognised that each State has the responsibility
~rst and foremost to take care of the victims of natural disasters and other emergencies occurring on
Its territory. Hence, the affected States has the primary role in the initiation, organisation, coordination,
and implementation of humanitarian assistance within its territory.
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The armed forces of the State of origin should withdraw from the
Safety Zone ~d the status of the zone shall be respected by civilian
as well as military machinery of the State of origin;

Th~ authority in control of the Safety Zone shall provide international
assistance-protection to the individuals seeking asylum therein;

The United Nations should provide a multinational security force
for the purpose of maintaining law and order within the Safety
Zone;

5. The United Nations-~epublic of Iraq memorandum of Understanding of November 24 1991
conc~uded after the United Sta~es, joined by Britain and France are known to have justified the
c~~~o; of a Safe Have.n Zone m Northern Iraq by citing Security Council Resolution 688 (1991)
w IC .ramed ~e Secun~ Council's concern in terms of the "massive flow of refugees towards and
across rnternational frontiers."
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make a significant contribution in supplementing national efforts. The starting
point for UNHCR's involvement in the country of origin for the displaced
persons is said to have been affirmed in General Assembly Resolution 46/182
of 19 December 1991 on Strengthening the Coordination of Humanitarian
Emergency Assistance of the United Nations System. Paragraph 3 ofthe annex
to that Resolution States;

"The Sovereignty, territorial integrity and national unity of states must
be fully respected in accordance with the Charter of the United
Nations. In this context, humanitarian assistance should be provided
with the consent of the affected country and in principle on the basis
of an appeal by the affected country". (Emphasis added).

As a UNHCR Working Group on International Protection rightly observed,
the above cited provision argues against the UNHCR's involvement without
the consent of the affected State in a Safety Zone created through "humanitarian
intervention" by one or more States against another State. The Working Group
distinguished "humanitarian intervention in its classical sense from the
collective action creating a Safety Zone which may have been sanctioned by
the United Nations in line with its responsibilities for the maintenance of
international peace and security. It clarified that as a part of the UN system the
UNHCR cannot refuse to provide humanitarian assistance in such situations,
if it is requested to do so either by the General Assembly or the Security
Council." The Working Group while supporting UNHCR's involvement in
protecting displaced persons in their own country because of the preventive
impact and the humanitarian need, emphasized that the UNHCR should, prior
to initiating or accepting a request for involvement ascertain inter alia that:

(i) The parties concerned acquiesce to UNHCR's involvement;

(ii) The option for seeking asy lum abroad remains open at all times, and
that the UNHCR's involvement would not lead to or condone
refou1ement;

(iii) The situation calls for UNHCR' s particular expertise in protection
and/or assistance and is in line with its humanitarian and non-
political character;

(iv) UNHCR is granted full access and security and other conditions
exist to allow it to operate; and

(v) The political support ofthe international community and adequate
special funds are available.

7. Report of the UNHCR Working Group on International Protection. (Geneva July, 1992),
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Pie compe e Th It tpeo .' assi stance provided by external sources. e resu anhumamtanan . r
upon like feeling contributes to an overwhelming lack of normalcy In the Ives
camp id t f such "protected areas". It has therefore been suggested that

(the rest en so. . b d rt
o nor States and international orgamzatl~ns should e urge to supp~
do tal programmes of assistance to displaced people only when certain
gove~men f Ifilled and that such Inter-government programmes should
conditions are u . f 949 h'

& t the stipulations of the Fourth Geneva Convention 0 1 as t IS
conlorm 0 . . ., hibi

the Presence and security of an international organization, pro I ItS
guarantees . .., hi h
the use of violence against civilians, and spe~lfies the situations III w IC
relocation programme can be implemented. It IS howev~r, doubtful.whether

ditionality to render assistance would meet the stnngent requirementsanycon I , ' ", I'
of the cardinal principles of humanitarian assistance vlz",ne~traht~, impartia ity
and humanity. The realities of a civil strife situation which ISt~plcally mar,ked
with the absence or breakdown of any Government programme III the recognised
and practical sense of the term should also be taken into account.

It has also been suggested that, donors should ensure that relief programmes, '
forthe displaced people in Safety Zones are able to function independently of
the military factions, There is, however, a danger that the ~all. ~or ~he
establishment of "Safety Zones" in such situations might provide justification
for interventions by military powers. This should be avoided. ~here
governmental relief agencies are subject to stringent political controls, assistance
should be channelled as far as possible through international organizations and
non-governmental agencies acceptable to all the parties to the conflict. In this
sense, the word "humanitarian access" might be more appropriate than the
Word "humanitarian intervention" as the concept of the latter term implies or
connotes military intervention.

The extent to which assistance programme for the displaced, like those for
refugees, should guarantee choices and participation for the people concerned
also requires to be considered at some length. Relief aid imposes its own kind
of imprisonment, creating conditions of despondent dependence and
hopelessness. Many displaced persons may well become like pr,ison~rs wit~in
the so called "Safety Zone" in their own country. This psychological dimension
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of preventing the up swelling feeling of being in an 'open prison' needs always
to be taken into account. This issue is closely related to the question of the
length of time or the duration for which the safety zones are established.

In December 1992 the International Committee of the Red Cross CICRC)
issued an unusual statement calling for the creation of safe haven zones in
Bosnia. The ICRC is understood to have issued the call because it was
convinced there was no alternative to the plan. It observed that:

ee On the contrary they had no choice since asylum. in
to choose not to fl . . s denied While such zones or areas ought to provide
neighbOuringc~untn~~:~ince dis~laced persons that they can be adequately
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that such operations are cumbersome and very e~penslve.. .

While the humanitarian law stipulations envisage the. creatlO~ of ~an~~~
of areas under special protection, they do not provide for.t e p ys

types. f h It may be stated in this regard that Article 5 of The
protectlO~:e~~~t ~:~~ing to Hospital and Safety Z?nes an? Loc~lities,
~:!~~~s Annex Ito the Fourth Geneva Convention, stIpulate.s "!"alia th~t
hospitals and safety zones "shall in no case be defended ?y military me~ns f~
This restriction is also extended to localities under Article 1~ of the .ra
Agreement. Yet where parties do not respect an area under special p~ote.~~~on,
Protection cannot be assured to the persons therein without the use 0 rru I ~ry

. . I sed to the lack of secuntymeans. The safety of the secunty zone 10 raq as oppo ... h hi
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Furthermore, a multitude of questions arise in connec~ion with. the
f h . th a under special protection.necessity to ensure the safety 0 t ose 10 e are . .

What type of legal framework would be effective in guaranteeing the s~cunty
. . d t egional or umversalof persons in the area-s-municipal law an struc ures, r . .

regimes? While applicable human rights and humanitarian law. obhg~tlO~S
WOuld,perhaps continue to apply refugee law as such would be inapplicab e
. , ... f izin Who would be mostSInce such persons remain 10 their country 0 ongi . .

~ffective in enforcing the rules governing the ~rea under special protectI~n
inclUding those prohibiting violation ofthe secunty of the area? A~s.o,how WIll
the safety of those in the area be ensured-by the police or paramilitary forc~s
Qfthe State or by an international peacekeeping force? How will entry and exit

"as no third country seems to be ready even on a provisional basis to
grant asylum to one hundred thousand Bosnian refugees (the group
under immediate threat in the north of Bosnia-Herzegovina) an
original concept must be devised to create protected zones .... which
are equal to the particular requirements and the sheer scale of the
problern"."

This statement refers to safe havens in the country of origin not as the
preferred way to protect Would-be refugees, but rather as a last resort to save
the individuals concerned since denial of asylumn by outside countries had
closed the option of asylum. The ICRC faced with the stark reality of
prevention of refugee outflow by other governments turned to "safe haven"
idea as an act of desperation to protect the trapped after international refugee
regime had failed. The conditions which the ICRC listed and which would have
to be met to establish such safe haven zones included inter alia the consent of
the parties concerned to the concept and location of such zones and duly
mandated international troops to assure security of such protected zones. The
ICRC's safe haven proposals were based on the a priori assumption that
asylum outside Bosnia is not an option. However, it should be recalled that in
her Note on International Protection the United Nations High Commissioner
for Refugees emphasized that "prevention is not.... a substitute for asylum."

Consequently in our view any proposal for the establishment of a safe
haven zone should not preclude the options of seeking asylum outside the
country of origin. Thus admission to or residence in the zone should not affect
the right to seek asylum, nor should it restrict the right to freedom of
movements of the person in and out of the Safety Zone. "Operation provide
comfort" launched in northern Iraq following upon the adoption of Security
Council Resolution 688 of April 5, 1991 was not an effort to address the root
causes of the refugee flow so that potential refugees would feel secure enough

8. Bill Frelick "Preventing Refugee Flows: Protection or Peril?" in World Refugee Survey 1993. th
9. See Note on Internationat Protection, submitted by the High Commissioner, Executive Committee of e

High Commissioner's Programme. Forty-third session, August 25. 1992.
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